Thomas Harriot College of Arts and Sciences  
Annual Honor Roll of Donors

During the past year, hundreds of friends have generously supported Thomas Harriot College of Arts and Sciences with their financial gifts. In these days of shrinking government funding, contributions from institutions and individuals provide expanded programming, academic opportunities, and liberal arts enrichment for students and faculty. The following list reflects gifts made to Thomas Harriot College of Arts and Sciences from July 1, 2015, through June 30, 2016.

As with any donor list of this magnitude, it is extremely difficult to ensure that there are no omissions or errors. We have made every effort to carefully check the listing of each contribution. If for some reason a name has been omitted, or incorrectly listed, please notify Harriot College’s Director of Alumni Relations and Outreach, Jessica Nottingham, at 252-737-1753, so that we may correct our records. Thank you.

Updated as of June 30, 2016

Gift Level: $50,000 +  
Robert J. Thompson and Marie E. Pokorny  
The Harold H. Bate Foundation Inc.  
James David Warlick and Valerie Rose Ianieri

Gift Level: $40,000 +  
William Phillip Hodges and Lisa Brewer Hodges  
Robert Daniel VanGundy

Gift Level: $30,000 +  
Harold C. Troxler and Jean P. Troxler  
Mayne Pharma USA  
Elizabeth Ann Jones

Gift Level: $20,000 +  
Harvey Sharp Wooten  
Charles Q. Brown  
Linda Mooney  
The Ji & Li Family Foundation  
Emile T. Fisher

Gift Level: $10,000 +  
John T. Bray and Nancy Glaser Bray  
Estate of David Jordan Whichard II  
Charles B. Bedford and Nancy E. Bedford  
GlaxoSmithKline Foundation - North Carolina  
Richard Finley Moldin and Nancy Diehl Moldin
Gift Level: $5,000 +
Douglas Louis Gomes and Katherine Herring
Psi Chi Society
Sean Steven Veneziano and Stewart Johnson Veneziano
Arthur Franklin Beeler Jr. and Jo Anna Beeler
West Cove Lobsters, LLC
Chas. H. Jenkins & Co.
Lyman Barber Dickerson and Joyce J. Dickerson
DTE Energy Foundation
Farmville Internal Medicine PA
Ernest Victor Logemann and Martha Clayton Logemann
Colin Stuart Shaw and Ruth Gwynn Shaw

Gift Level: $1,000 +
Stanley R. Riggs and Ann Gray Riggs
John H. Atkinson
James Henry Mullen III and Pamela Farris Mullen
David W. Pearsall Jr. and Marjorie Pearsall
Bank of America
Matthew Howard Slate and Kelly Slate
Phillip Tefft Evans and Cindy Putnam Evans
World Affairs Council of Eastern NC
David Dale Elks and Kathryn Gladson Elks
Medtronic
Robert A. McPhail Jr. and Lettie McPhail
Mitchell Lee Hunt and Cynthia Duffy Hunt
University Book Exchange Inc.
Douglas Jennings Morgan Jr. and Kimberly P. Morgan
Anthony John Papalas and Francoise Marie Papalas
James Vernon Wilkerson and Nicole Morris Wilkerson
Haywood Denard Harris and Carolyn Kay Harris
Timothy Dale Edwards and Scott Hill Gibson
Ronald Leon Mitchelson and Sarah Deritter Mitchelson
Stephen Benton and Susan Benton
Thomas Floyd Eamon
John Wright Osborne and Rebecca Mangum Osborne
Cellular Communications of NC Inc.

Gift Level: $500 +
Kenneth R. Wilson and Christa Reiser
Alfonso R. Aversa III and Elizabeth Aversa
William Murray Downs
Eli Lilly & Company Foundation
James Madison Galloway Jr. and Bonnie Taylor Galloway
Donald L. Gaylor and Wilma D. Gaylor
Andrew M. Gross and Gina R. Gross
Alton Wayne Holloman and Sherry McKee Holloman
Caleb Matthew Jones
Gerhard W. Kalmus and Karin Charlotte Kalmus
James Peter Manos and Jenifer Manos
Stephen Donald McCuin and Elizabeth S. McCuin
Matthew Kingsley Miner and Elise M. Miner
John F. Minges III and Sarah Poindexter Minges
Lonnie Tinker Pierce III and Katherine Calhoun Pierce
Athy Gravely Robinson
Francis Souchak Vaughn
Glenn C. Woodard Jr.
Robert Wiley Hutchison Jr.
Joseph Anthony Cuellar and Maryann Ehly Cuellar
Randall Erickson Parker and Monica Sullivan Parker
Nicholas G. Rupp
Raymond Earl Fornes
Eric Stanton Williams and Anne C. Williams
Fidelity Charitable Gift Fund
Rufus Henry Knott III and Elise Diamond Knott
Mitzi Deason Ponce
Wells Fargo Foundation
Rodney Lee Smith
Christopher Soriano and Christine Carson Soriano
Hardee Richard Cox and Angela Cox
Neil Edward Dorsey and Donna Morgan Dorsey
Raymond John Leffler III
Lillian Tucker Outerbridge
Dan Reed Winslow and Evelyn Winslow
Joel Kenneth Butler and Thyria Butler
Shawn Stephen Kelley and Karen Albert
Lee Frederick Ball and Nancy Lange Ball
Becton Dickinson & Company
Laura Ebbs Benjamin
James Alan Bentz and Lynn Paige Bentz
David Savage Brown and Mary Beth Brown
Edward Higgs Buchanan and Virginia LeConte Buchanan
Carolina TESOL
Gary Craig Casper and Aimee Casper
Thomas McNair Cassell
David Neil Clough and Joycelyn Clough
Dana Lynne Craig
Thomas W. Durham and Anne Watts Durham
General Electric
Glace International, INC
Glenn Wilbur Johnson and Carolyn B. Johnson
William Richard Koch and Karen Jurkscheit Koch
Frederick Martin Leary and Donna V. Leary
Joseph Timothy Meigs and Julie B. Meigs
Christopher Justus Min
NC Sea Grant Water Resource Research Institute
Scott Thomas Paterson and Andrea Marchese Paterson
Christopher Britt Pons and Diane Abramson Pons
Travis Grant Poole
Purdue Pharmaceuticals, L.P.
Jerome Kirk Ratley and Jennifer Ratley
Thomas Stephenson Robinson and Maureen Hanna Robinson
Silicon Valley Community Foundation
State Farm
Marilyn Leonard Steel
Edwin Nelson Strother Jr. and Sue Harpole Strother
The Duke Energy Foundation
Bobby Julian Ward and Roy C. Dicks
Paul Harris Wiegand and Giannina L. Wiegand
Stephen Michael Workman and Terri Workman
Byron F. Clodfelter and Anke Lilly Clodfelter
Alton R. Harris and Ella Tyson Harris
Keil Allen Schmid and Margarita U. Schmid

**Gift Level: $250 +**

Stephen Henry Andrews and Eve Warden Andrews
Carolina Wealth Management
Daniel J. Grady and Victoria Hunt Cox
Wesley F. Pope and Heidi Nichols Pope
Paul W. Hager
The Houston Group, Inc.
Phi Sigma Pi - Tau Chapter
Margaret Rose Boykin
Joseph Thurman Holt and Marie L. Holt
Thomas C. Sayetta and Anne Sayetta
Max Dale Scruggs and Kathryn M. Scruggs
David B. Stephens and Margaret R. Stephens
James L. Browder
Alton Linwood Strickland Jr.
Mark Bryan and Amy Michelle Batten
Horace Daniel Gurganus and Joyce Jarman Gurganus
Alaric Shemal Martin
Lawrence Dennis Moy and Sheryl S. Moy
Jennifer Mary Tripp
Richard E. Ericson and JoAnn Carol Ericson
North Carolina Land of Water
Cut Em Down Waterfowl
Michael Allen and Chris Ann Allen
Thomas R. Bazemore Jr. and Jane Bazemore
Richard Alan Bevis
Michael Bryant Dail and Morgan Jones Dail
Douglas Lindsey Hobbs
Jeffrey Borden McCallum and Olivia Jasvant McCallum
Charlie Lee Meeks Jr. and Erin Bradley Meeks
Richard H. Siler and Jean Siler
John David Simpson and Janet Simpson
Lloyd B. Snyder and Margaret Terry
Brett David Weed and Sara K. Weed
Guy Dawson Rouse Jr. and Melinda Queen Rouse
Michael Malone
Michael Christopher Downs
Stephen Thomas Jones and Wanda Aldridge Jones
Sean Patrick Howe and Patricia Flood Howe
Christopher Greene Allison and Becky Allison
Geoffrey Paul Beale II and Lisa Sue Beale
Justin William Briggs
Mark Steven Bunch
David S. Cecelski
DeePak Cuddapah and Kathryn Lee Cuddapah
Sarah B. Earley
Jim Rufus Galloway and Nina Galloway
Jeffrey Alan Glenn and Caren Glenn
Robert Frank Graham Jr. and Parker Graham
Frank Grainger and Judith K. Grainger
Alan Dwain Hawkins
John Christopher Hoffman
Natasha Yvonne Howard
Paul W. Killian Jr. and Ila Killian
Stephen Leigh Kinney
Hervy Basil Kornegay Sr. and Deborah Price Kornegay
James Daniel Lowry Jr.
Richard O'Neal Lynch
Patrick Maddox and Abigail Maddox
Howard Stuart Margulies and Judi E. Margulies
Michael McDevitt and Phyllis Watson McDevitt
Calvin Irvin Owens
Lee G. Pedersen and Barbara B. Pedersen
Charles Steven Powell and Melissa Patterson Powell
Thomas T. Powell Jr. and Nancy P. Powell
Eugene Lindell Souder Jr.
Julian Robert Vainright Jr. and Martha East Vainright
Dan C. Vismor Jr. and Barbara Vismor
Roy Edward Young and Ann Bell Young
John Gardner Best and Heather Herring Best
Darren Howard Martin Hickerson and Christy Hickerson
Lisa Stover Sampson
Robin Dawn Ayers
Kyle Matthew Johnston
Albert Gibert Kennedy and Pamela Kennedy
Julie Metz Thompson
Robert Duane Vangorden II and Julia Kay Vangorden

Gift Level: $100 +
Roylena Johnatta Hawkins
Keith D. Holmes Jr. and Susan T. Holmes
David Luther Smith
Donald N. Tudor and Leah M. Tudor
Ruth Ann Copley
Craig Bennett Katzman and Cynthia Hartis Katzman
Yongin Gao and Xiao Yang Wang Gao
Elizabeth Ashton Levey
Henry Weil III
William W. Hankins and Denise Hankins
Thomas Glen Edrington and Marchell Cuppett
Antonino Giaimo
Robert Ross Allen Sr. and Mary Louise Allen
Ann Fleming Beach
Patricia Beaman Bissette
Robert Sidney Boyette Jr. and Beverly Page Boyette
H. David Bradshaw and Kathy Bradshaw
Frank Ripley Brown Jr. and Ada Milenkovic Brown
Roger Dale Burton and Mary Elizabeth Patton
Boyd C. Campbell Jr. and Frances Kelley Campbell
John B. Clark
James Franklin Coble
John Robert Duggins Jr. and Vicki Green Duggins
Mary Harris Everett
Richard E. Flickinger Jr.
Marshall Kenneth Gramm
Monte L. Hall and Carole Rankin Hall
Jonathan Philip Heyl and Carrie Lyon Heyl
Russell Norman Holmes and Patricia Holmes
Randy Keith Houston
B. C. Howser and Lona Manning Howser
Ray Van Ingold and Jean Ingold
Richard E. Jenkins Jr. and Betsy B. Jenkins
Jack W. Jenkins and Sara M. Jenkins
Perry J. Lockerman and Deloriese Lockerman
Richard Allen Marksbury and Kathleen Crowe Marksbury
Robert Carl Nelson II and Gwendolyn D. Parker-Nelson
William D. Peden
Terry Richardson Pruden
Ram Hospitality
Lorraine G. Shinn
R. Max Smith and Jean Fisher Smith
Steven L. Stamper
Bob M. Strock and Mary Lentz Strock
Vernon Suits and Mildred Rouse Suits
Edith F. Swanson
Marion P. Sykes and Gwen C. Sykes
Matthew D. Tatman and Andrea West Tatman
Jonathan M. Travis and Dorothy Marie Travis
Michael Francis White Jr. and Dianne M. White
Scott A. Wilson
Mark Allen Kilgore and Primitiva Palitayan Kilgore
Michael C. Phillips and Beverly Williamson Phillips
Kenneth Bryant Hite and Rebecca Lackey Hite
Maria Elizabeth Jocys
Linly Gerald Morris and Barbara N. Morris
Charles Christopher Bremer and Barbara Waaland Bremer
Charles H. Nimitz and Carol C. Nimitz
John Hugh Thigpen
Allen Wight and Martha B. Wight
Ira Thomas Smith and Florida Simmons Smith
Mercer M. Faulkner and Melissa J. Faulkner
Kent Thomas Anderson and Margaret Morrisette Anderson
Margaret D. Bauer
Thomas Burgess Carroll and Yvonne L. Ralston
Dorothy L. Carter
James Keith Caviness and Patricia Philips Caviness
Christopher Lowell Coggins and Corey Eaton Coggins
Larry Mahlon Collins and Yasuyo Collins
Ralph Waldo Ellison III
Marie T. Farr
Bruce Field and Kimberly Field
William Luther Grant Jr. and Mary Frances Grant
Clyde Stanley Hall and Catherine S. Hall
Fred A. Halstead Sr. and Donna D. Halstead
Thad Alonza Hart Jr.
John G. Herbert and Beverly G. Herbert
Ed E. Howell
Victor Hudson and Lisa Warren Hudson
Robert Charles Ittig and Kristen E. Ittig
William Patrick James and Ann Campbell James
Samuel Joshua Madison
Dalton L. Mann
Eric Duane Martin
David Scott McAndrew and Hope McAndrew
Janice Emery McKenney
Kathy A. Meads
Ambrose Lloyd Owens III and Johanna Shackelford Owens
Robert H. Pearsall and Hazel Pearsall
Jeremy Allen Pulley and Jennifer Pulley
Kenneth Irving Riddick
Wilton Gene Rountree and Catherine D. Rountree
David Senkyr and Kelly Smith Senkyr
Thornton Green Stovall Jr. and Nancy Stovall
Dale Lionel Thomas Jr. and Lindsey Scherer Thomas
John Unsworth and Lynn B. Unsworth
Ellen Gallagher Howlett
Brent Morgan McIntyre and Marykent Copley McIntyre
Philip James McPherson and Heather Hackett McPherson
Dwight B. Foster and Grace Peterson Foster
Charles Stewart Allen Jr. and Corene Allen
John W. Heath
Alexander B. Noe Jr. and Kimberly W. Noe
Julian Paul Thomas and Amber Colley Thomas
Roger Earl Brognaux and Gillian Marshall Brognaux
James C. Morgan and Dolores Hayes Morgan
Katharine Hill Riggins
Debra L. Anderson
Connie Gail Ballance
Jonathan M. Lee
Michael Roy McCammon and Susan M. McCammon
Ronald David Miller and Karon DeClark Miller
Andrew Turner Morehead Jr.
Jonathan Morris
Madison Justyn Riel
Roger Allen Rulifson and Gayle Gwennap Rulifson
Ronald Allen Ward
David Wilson-Okamura and Tricia Wilson-Okamura
Matthew Finch
Robert Michael Skurla Jr. and Martha Cornell Skurla
Alicia Kristian Legrande
Christopher Robert Zemalkowski
Ralph W. Hall Jr.
Paulette LaFayee Lofton
Thomas Leon O'Neal and Janice Lowry O'Neal
Ted Thurston Salmon and Debora Salmon
Peter Watson and Anita R. Watson
Thomas Perry Bullard III and Catherine Sanders Bullard
Jessica Rose Pendergrass
James Gardner Norton and Annie C. Norton
Bane Shaw and Ann Hoover Shaw
Stephanie Folsom Boschee
Laddie Moore Crisp Jr. and Jamie Strickland Crisp

**Gift Level: $100**
Aegon Transamerica Foundation
Alliance One International
Garland L. Askew
George Auld and Sue Flanagan Auld
Lawrence E. Babits and Nancy Mayer Babits
Philip Neal Barbee and Kathryn Todd Barbee
Norman D. Barclay and Judith Underwood Barclay
Merrill Barnes and Tema M. Barnes
William Charles Barrett IV and Pamela Raper Barrett
Mary Helen Barwick
James H. Bateman Jr. and Judy Stott Bateman
Gerald Arthur Beaman and Jane Rayford Beaman
Patricia Cellia Beaver
Michael Christopher Bell
John Alexander Bogatko and Aesook L. Bogatko
Gerald O. Bouchard and Susan F. Bouchard
Gregory Clyde Boyd and Beverly P. Boyd
Richard Bradley and Lee Harrell Bradley
Ronald Gene Braswell Jr. and Tiny Mickie Braswell
Joseph Daniel Brennan Jr. and Patricia Steigerwald Brennan
David A. Brunson and Rodnea Clark Brunson
James F. Buckman IV and Kaye Buckman
Ann Wright Bundy
Brian Megarry Burgess and Michelle Barber Burgess
Larry Burns and Karly Klemp Burns
Agnes R. Burton
Cameron Cyrus Bush
David Kyle Bushnell
Wayne T. Caldwell
Henry Jacob Campbell
Michael Andrew Carmody
Michael R. Carpenter and Mildred Carpenter
James T. Cheatham and Brenning B. Cheatham
William Clark and Shelli Capps Clark
Kenneth Ray Congleton
Alethia H. Cook
William Shaw Corbitt III and Suzanne Aycock Corbitt
Beverly Jones Cox
Jerry Wayne Cox and Kim Aussant Bell
Nancy McDuffie Cox
James R. Croom and Jane B. Croom
Christopher Steven Crosby and Tina P. Crosby
James Knox Dame II
Steven H. DeBerry and Janice DeBerry
Jeffery Lee Donald and Leah Donald
Wade Glendon Dudley and Susan Marske Dudley
William E. Elmore and Martha G. Elmore
Thomas Eugene Eure and Susan O'Neill Eure
Edward R. Ezzell and Donna H. Ezzell
Robert L. Fisher Jr. and Deborah T. Fisher
Chris Eugene Fonvielle Jr. and Nancy Stokely Fonvielle
Jeffrey Scott Forsythe and Kristen Renee Forsythe
John D. Fulton and Susan Miller Fulton
David Gardner and Gail Rice Gardner
Michael Nicholas Gargiulo and Stacey A. Gargiulo
Cecil Thomas Garner II and Sandra G. Garner
William Sidney Gibson
Glenn Thomas Godwin
Charles Mitchell Gurganus and Gina Rouse Gurganus
Emilie Sue Hagan
Alexander Hamilton and Julie P. Hamilton
David Clarke Hanner
Thomas McCrae Harris
Donald Wayne Harritan and Judy Jordan Harritan
Paul Edward Haug and Bettie Haug
Gwendolyn Jean Hawley
Walter Frisby Hendricks III and Jean Ann Hendricks
Joseph M. Hester Jr. and Betsy Augustine Hester
Daniel Albert Hewitt III and Ann Kelso Hewitt
Mary Rebecca Hill
Roger Brent Hobgood and Betsy Allen Hobgood
Clifton J. Holcombe and Leslie Holcombe
Nathaniel F. Howe
Fei Hu
Jeffery Dale Hurley and Barbara Gerth Hurley
Charles Oswood Jenkins and Anne W. Jenkins
Johnnie Earl Jones and Tara Reesal Jones
Thurman Douglas Joyner and Brenda Hodges Joyner
Younhee Kim
Richard William Koehler and Adrienne Koehler
Randall P. Leblond and Millie Leblond
Hugh McLean Lee
Kate Racheal Levin
Carol B. Longmire
Hannah Lewis Lowry
James Ingram Martin Sr. and Linda Martin  
Robert Lee Martin Jr. and Leah Martin  
K. David Masters Jr. and Joyce S. Masters  
Warren A. McAllister and Ruby F. McAllister  
Thomas S. Rankin and Jill C. McCorkle  
Cleophus McCoy  
Richard J. McKeever and Sarah Roberts McKeever  
David Meador and Carrie Elizabeth Meador  
Raymond D. Meiggs and Bettye H. Meiggs  
Jeffrey Lee Miller and Rachel Beaman Miller  
Robert Arthur Millie and Theresa Millie  
Joe Mitchener and Harriet B. Mitchener  
Peter Todd Morrison  
Franklin Todd Murphy and Ann Murphy  
Robert Arthur Murray and Debbie Stephenson Murray  
Marty Ray Nealey and Kimberly M. Nealey  
Myron Edward Neville and Vanessa R. Neville  
Barbara Stanley Norris  
Joseph K. Norris Jr. and Janet M. Norris  
Richard P. Olsen and Dena Olsen  
Michael McDonald Parker and Sandra D. Parker  
Shelia H. Parker  
Larry Wayne Parsons and Betty-Neill G. Parsons  
Bettie Anne Jenkins Perry  
Charles D. Perry  
Christian M. Petrucci and Kimberly Barba Petrucci  
Ann Risher Phillips  
Joseph W. Pitt and Bernice M. Pitt  
Thomas Eugene Pond  
Thomas J. Porter Jr. and Judith A. Porter  
Ken Potosnak  
Warren Powell and Jeana Shallcross Powell  
Pamiley T. Powers  
Donald B. Rains and Vicky Rains  
Palaniappan Ravindranathan  
Macon Reavis and Grace Drew Reavis  
Russell Harper Rhodes Jr. and Melissa Rose Rhodes  
Doug Robertson and Betsey Robertson  
Jeanne Chorley Robertson  
Roger Andrew Russell  
Paul L. Sasser and Sandra J. Sasser  
Michael L. Scholtz and Janice Scholtz  
Charles Foster Seymour and Stacey Lippincott Seymour  
Tobin Hugh Shepherd and Beverley E. Shepherd  
Alvin Maurice Simmons  
Christopher Douglas Simpson and Nicole Weaver Simpson
William L. Simpson and Susan Whalen Simpson
James Lee Smalfelt and Mary Duke Smalfelt
John Newton Smith III and Rose Whitfield Smith
Richard Smith and Laurie R. Smith
Lester C. Smith Jr. and Helen Smith
Nancy Spalding
George Thomas Speight and Regina Speight
James Ellis Stevenson Sr. and Geraldine Harris Stevenson
Barney R. Strutton and Lou Strutton
Edwin Earl Teachey Jr. and Ann P. Teachey
Clinton E. Thomas Jr.
Caleb Lee Trexler and Berta W. Trexler
Edward Junior Tyer II and Sherry Becton Tyer
Timothy I. Umeofia
Brian Edward Vierria
Todd Austin Viverette and Ashley King Viverette
Eugene Waters Jr. and Catherine N. Waters
James Hugh Wease and Cynthia C. Wease
Walter Gay Wells III and Scott Snowden Wells
John C. Whitehead
Charles Watkins Wilkinson Jr. and Dolores H. Wilkinson
Cornelis Winkler III and Anne Winkler
D. Raye Winstead
Kenneth Wondergem and Carmen Wondergem
Donald M. Wooten and Dawn B. Wooten
Claire Cottrell Young
Joseph W. Zarzynski
Leo E. Zonn and Lucia Varni Zonn
Brian Lee Zuchelkowski
Gregg Dewayne Longworth
Brandon Todd Foster
Robert Howard Jenkins and Debra B. Jenkins
Randy Meares and Phyllis A. Meares
Thomas P. Stephenson and Nancy Lou Stephenson
Sean H. Cavanaugh and Jenny Cavanaugh
Walter Brent Chambers and Lynette Chambers
Paul Minges Farley
Adam Christopher Grandle
C. Ralph Kinsey Jr. and Sylvia Smith Kinsey
James Wallace Mitchell and Angela Sloan Mitchell
Travis Fulk and Robbyn Fulk Moore
Judy Ruffin
Jeffrey Scott Taggart and Jeanette Lanier Taggart
Andrea Linda Thompson
Dennis Wayne Watson and Jennifer Collins Watson